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MIDWEEK NEWS
WHILE YOU'RE WAITING FOR THE NEXT
WTL PODCAST EPISODE TO COME OUT...

Preview of the Next Episode
IN THIS ISSUE:
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EPISODE 108: LESS BURNOUT AND MORE INPUT
WITH LANCE PIANTAGGINI
It's the end of another year. Some of us have been done
teaching for a few weeks, others have weeks left to go. But at
this time of year, we are all feeling the end-of-year exhaustion.

PREVIEW OF
EPISODE 108

Looking back on this year, how many Sundays did you spend
planning or grading? How many late nights did you pull to get
everything ready for class the next day? How many times were
you too tired or distracted to do activities you enjoy?
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Lance Piantaggini wants you to know that if you want to spend

RECAP OF EPISODE 107

to work your contracted hours and still have time for the rest of

all your free time on work, that's just fine. However, if you want
your life, that's a realistic option for all of us. Tune in this week to
hear Stacey and Lance talk about how he sticks to his

RESPONSE TO PAST
EPISODES

principled approach to teaching while also leaving school at
3pm every day and taking no grading or planning home for
evenings and weekends.

UPDATES
FROM CONTRIBUTORS

RECAP OF EPISODE 107: WE TEACH _______ LANGUAGES
WITH SHANNON MASON

Look Back

In last week's episode, we heard from past guests Ellen
Toubman, Mandy Manning, and Amy Andersen about the
terminology they prefer to describe the langauges we
teach. Dr. Shannon Mason also joined us to discuss her
research on how Australian print media discuss language
education.
Did you learn anything new or change your mind about
which terms you prefer? Leave a comment on the
episode web page or on social media and share how your
thinking is changing. We'd love to hear from you!

REACTIONS TO PAST EPISODES:

Catch Up

Updates from Contributors
This map that Mike Peto created
features conference opportunities
this summer from previous guests
including Maris Hawkins in
Virginia, Beniko Mason (episode
52) in Tennessee and Ohio, Kara
Jacobs (episode 75) in New
Hampshire, and Justin SlocumBailey (episode 26) in Minnesota,

Berta Carrasco (episode 1) recently
finished a project with her
undergraduate students. In this
video, her students explained the
difference between the terms
Hispanic and Latino. This video is
on a website discussing cultural
issues around migration, displaced
people and refugees.

